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Abstract I see myself as a literary curator — I collect and sequence
texts and images, both digital and analog, to reveal, connect, and
construct narratives, resulting in shifting meanings and significances.* Inhabiting this curatorial ethos, I investigate hidden
subtexts, locating personal and collective relations to the margins
and files marked “miscellany.” Working in books and installations,
I engage with the inherited meanings of visual languages (form,
typography, color, material, format) to open up well-worn
narratives and craft new interpretations.
Tiny Diasporas is a primer to a design practice that borrows the
form of an abecedarius, an alphabetical wordlist for learning the
basics of reading and writing. The title comes from a quote by
the artist-gatherer Danh Vo, who describes his work as “the tiny
diasporas that make up a person’s life.” In this thesis, through
projects and interviews, I outline a practice that addresses broad
political themes refracted through personal narratives. Where
artists like Danh Vo use the museum space as a site for repositioning historical objects to create new meanings, I use the book
form as a space for curatorial intervention. A site where interpretation (meaning) is mediated by the space between image and text
and through sequence, the book allows me to address my family’s displacement in the context of a militarized state, the traces
created by entropy in the everyday and by museum spaces, and
historiography as a critical form of creative production.

* “Literary curators are actors who mainly mediate, distribute, (re)present, publish, or exhibit in new
contexts texts that have been produced by people
other than themselves and who thereby create literary
phenomena in the public.” Hanna Kuusela, “The Rise
in Curatorial Ethos in Contemporary Literature,”
in Publishing as Artistic Practice, ed. Annette Gilbert
(Berlin: Sternberg Press, ), 119.
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Introduction Typographers learn the importance
of nuance, the ways in which slight variations
or shifts can impact legibility and interpretation.
For example, we use negative space to define
the contours of letterforms. The areas between
letters, the spaces between words, are like silences
that emerge across time and place — they speak
from a distance. Absence p. 29, 278, 279, 313 gives way
to form as counter-form, building an invisible
support system. Squinting at the page (as though
trying to see it from afar) brings the shape
of a text into focus, allows one to read its form
more critically.1

1 A strategy used by typographers for checking the
“grayness” of the text — the balance between the letters
and the white (or empty) spaces around them.

Getting close to the art work. At my feet: pieces of
a Roman statue in Danh Vo: Take My Breath Away,
at the Guggenheim Museum, 2018.
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Tiny Diasporas explores the curatorial dimensions
of my graphic design practice, in which I adopt
the discerning eye of the typographer as a way of
locating shifts in meaning p.20, 265, 313 and significance. The title comes from a quote by Danh Vo,
who describes his work as “the tiny diasporas that
make up a person’s life.”2 Diaspora p.14, 15, 18, 22, 83,
130 is understood here not only as the dispersion
of groups of people who have left their places of
origin, but also the ways in which objects, images,
and texts point indexically outward to multiple
referents, disparate contexts, and varied meanings. Danh, an artist-gatherer, recycles historical
objects and places them in surprising juxtaposition p.17, 232 with his and his family’s personal items,
revealing the ways that our everyday lives are
shaped simultaneously by both the big and the
small things.3

Danh’s sculptures and installations address
his family’s migration in the context of war, the
personal as well as the geopolitical forces that
impact his daily experiences, and the ways that
personal objects become loaded with different
meanings when placed in the care of a museum’s
collection. I too address my family’s displacement
in the context of a militarized state (see: Museum
of Critical Context p. 140), the ways personal
and collective histories are produced (Familiar
Fictions p. 160), and the traces (artifacts p. 14, 15, 183,
190) created in the everyday and those created by
museum spaces (Lost& p.190 ).

2 My encounter with the artist’s work was fortuitous:
a retrospective, Take My Breath Away, opened at the
Guggenheim Museum at the same time I began trying
to define my practice for this thesis. The essays produced
around the show, the extensive wall texts (paratexts)
that accompany his sculptures, and the exhibition catalog
have been helpful for me in articulating my practice.
3 The art dealer Marian Goodman refers to Danh Vo as
“a hunter and gatherer.” I shift this title to artist-gatherer,
displacing “hunter” with the more active role of the artist
as cultural producer and redefining it in a way that seems
more closely aligned with Danh Vo’s project as well as
my own.
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Danh uses the museum space as a site for repositioning historical artifacts; I adapt this framework,
using the book as a site for curatorial intervention.
The time-based and sequential book provides
ample space to explore narrative. Like Danh, my
work begins at the point of encountering unfamiliar connections from the diaspora, the outer
margins and the files marked “miscellany.” In
searching within these territories (the margins,
the miscellaneous), I locate the unfamiliar, the
blank spaces, the gaps that signal an opportunity
for inquiry.

4 Guy Debord, “Theory of the Dérive,” Internationale
Situationiste, December 1958, www.cddc.vt.edu/sionline/
si/theory.html.
5 Curt Cloninger, “Manifesto for a Theory of the ‘New
Aesthetic,’” Mute, October 3 2012, www.metamute.org/
editorial/articles/manifesto-theory-new-aesthetic.
6 Drift is also understood here in the context of
inheritance and the diaspora. In my projects I use family
photographs responding to their circulation as objects
that have traveled.

Danh Vo
Bowditch Alphabet, 2010
Gold leaf on cardboard
Dimensions variable
Image credit: Art Institute of Chicago
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Locating material for my work, I adopt the
strategy of the dérive, or drift. A Situationist
approach theorized by Guy Debord in the
mid-1950s, the dérive is a “passage through
various ambiances” where a person might
“drop … their other usual motives for movement
and action, and let themselves be drawn by the
attractions of the terrain and the encounters
they find there.”4 The Situationists addressed
emotional disorientation in their city landscapes.
In our current political economy p. 206, the
dérive becomes relevant once again for sifting
desired texts from the sea of media available
today.5 Gathering, sorting, sequencing, and
recontextualizing artifacts (digital and analog)
within the form of the book is my critical
response to this contemporary condition
of drift.6
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I see myself as a literary curator. In Publishing as
Artistic Practice, Hanna Kuusela defines literary
curators as “actors who mainly mediate, distribute,
(re)present, publish, or exhibit in new contexts,
texts that have been produced by people other
than themselves and who thereby create literary
phenomena in the public.”7 Making a text public
p.67, 124, 127, 128, 131, 152, 302 highlights the role of
the curator in producing meanings and allows
one to open up well-worn narratives in order
to craft new interpretations, making room for
conversation p.30, 51, 109, 175, 185, 190, 191, 282, 287.

The index is a strategy for display that I return to
again and again (see: A Handbook for Reading the
Room p.263 and Index of Nothing p.334). Many of my
projects begin as lists, those safeguards against
forgetting. The process of sorting the disparate
into an alphabetical order not only reveals unexpected juxtapositions, but also points of incongruity, when the system fails or breaks down,
when certain contents defy categorization, leaving
obvious gaps.

7 Hanna Kuusela, “The Rise in Curatorial
Ethos in Contemporary Literature,” in Publishing
as Artistic Practice, ed. Annette Gilbert (Berlin:
Sternberg Press), 119.
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Many of my projects deal with my familial history
and my distance from it. Last year I discovered
a plastic bag full of family photographs going back
to the 1930s and a country I still know very little
about, which shaped my thinking at a critical p.21,
22, 51, 70, 159, 284, 286, 287, 288, 327 moment of departure.8
This shift has allowed me to see the possibility
of making creative practice highly personal. While
I am not the photographer, not the author of these
found pictures, working with them as material
has provided new contexts for understanding and
relating to my family’s narratives, that which is
inherited p.159, 160. Approaching that material not
only as historian, student, and curator, but also as
a descendent of the subjects in the photographs,
I am a subtext p. 21, 53, 277, 291 in those images. Projects
that use this found photographic material (Familiar
Fictions p.160 and Museum of Critical Context p.140)
perform a kind of extended captioning.

My most recent work interrogates the parameters of the search itself, the power and nuance of
language used to recall objects in catalogs and
what happens when that search comes up empty.
In Where the Would Be Here p.232, I create a found
poem from all the titles at the RISD Fleet Library
that begin with the words, “Where the,” a grammar p.55, 125, 115 of searching. The original book I
was searching for, a collaborative project between
two artists who have been influential in my design
thinking, is not yet part of that library’s collection. The project highlights what we encounter p.67,
85, 91, 190, 191 in the place of what’s missing. With
patience, we can read the gaps to generate new
texts that tell another story.

8 My family is from the Philippines. I am interested
in that diaspora as it relates to my own experience
as a Filipino-American, having learned very little while
growing up about the two countries’ close history.
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We live in urgent times. That my work unfolds
slowly p.109, 217, 219, 285 and that the projects themselves often ask patience of the reader doesn’t
deny that fact. It is a response to it. So much
of graphic design is about creating conditions
for the quick read, for declaring a message
boldly; to the contrary, I am concerned with what
we overlook in our hurry as designers, despite
our good intentions p.72. I would like to advocate
instead, and with some urgency, for lingering
at the threshold of variable meanings. Refusing
the impulse of finality, I propose an inquiry
into what and how we create that is sensitive to
the shifts in meaning and cultural contexts of
visual language when we use it to speak (that is,
to design). This is not forsaking clarity either, but
rather posing a challenge to facile interpretations.
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This thesis is a primer to a design practice. It
borrows the form of an abecedarius, an alphabetical wordlist for learning the basics of reading
and writing. A mnemonic p.53, 187, 198, 217, 224, 226,
295, 334 device, it is also a strategy for recollecting, gathering, sorting, and making sense p.117, 130,
131, 282. It is the lexicon that structures this thesis,
describes a creative practice, and is a guide for
moving forward. The words I have selected as
guides, however, are slippery — they shift meanings depending on their contexts. To “justify,” for
example, has different meanings in the contexts
of argument and typesetting. My intention in
using these words is to think about subtext, the
ways in which varied meanings contrast with
what we know and understand. In one curatorial
project, for example, we assert that “optimism
is critical.” A reading of that sentence shifts
depending on the context of the reader’s lived
experience, the perspective from which it is
approached, or the conditions of the environment in which it is read.
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A few notes on how to read this book. Blue words p.22
cross-reference to other relevant sections of the
book. At the end of each chapter there is an image,
cropped from family snapshots p.24, 48, 64, 80, 88, 104, 112,
136, 156, 160, 172, 180, 186, 214, 228, 240, 244, 256, 262, 274, 292, 310, 322,

. Some part of the mise en scène is highlighted
and bleeds off the page, bringing the reader into
the space of that photograph. These images are
followed by a page of full-bleed color p.25, 49, 65, 81, 89,

340

105, 113, 137, 157, 161, 173, 181, 187, 215, 229, 241, 245, 257, 263, 275, 293,

. If the sequence of pages preceding can
be thought of as a phrase or sentence, then this
page acts as punctuation, a breath, or a pause p.185.

311, 322, 341

Collages p.26, 50, 66, 82, 90, 106, 114, 138, 158, 162, 174, 182, 188,
216, 230, 242, 246, 258, 264, 276, 294, 312, 324, 342 made from
scraps of projects and the misprints I’ve collected
over the years, start each chapter. These are tiny
diasporas, points of reference. In re-printing
them here, I wish to revive them, to situate the
work within a broader context, a continuous
process.9 Progressing through the alphabetized
sections of this book, a narrative builds from
a series of aphorisms, reflecting the creative
process. Starting from the beginning (A) with
what is around p.27, 31, 85, 93, 115, 127, 128, 131, 133, 159, 185,
278, 279, 280, 283, 284, 285, 287, 327, 329, 334 and ending (Z)
with a document, compressed, ready to be shared.

9 “To aid critical understanding of past specificities,
and their effect in the present, it seems more productive
to consider loose continuums of production than to
provide a form of periodization as punctuation.” Julie
Ault, In Part: Writings (New York: Dancing Foxes Press,
2017), 40.
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A is for

A ROU N D

Georges Perec’s “nothingness, the impalpable”
is not nothing p.334, 343; it is something to look at
and to speculate on — not only the forces that
brought it into being, but also what in particular
was there before.10 The point isn’t to dwell in
blank spaces, but rather to interrogate them, to
make their edges visible. Artists, designers, and
writers do this when they begin with the blank
page. The alphabet is another kind of starting
place, a place where words are made, unmade,
and re-made. It is the raw material that’s around,
our “ambient milieu.” It is what structures this
book, but also literally, what’s inside it. Meaning
is what we bring to it. “A dialectic of inside
and outside.”11
10 “To start with, then, there isn’t very much:
nothingness, the impalpable, the virtually immaterial; extension, the external, what is external to us,
what we move about in the midst of, our ambient
milieu, the space around us.” Georges Perec, Species
of Spaces (London: Penguin, 2008), 5.
11 Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space (Boston:
Beacon Press, 1969), 137.
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Every blank space creates anticipation of its
contents, promise of something worth waiting for.
Attempting to read what’s been buried, erased,
or hidden from view creates a situation in which
one is imagining and re-creating what could be,
a continuous act of taking in information and
constructing something new that reflects shifting meanings and understandings. “The point
then is not so much the play of presence and
absence … but rather the recursive realization that
every signifier is also itself a sign.”12

Crit Room 409 (see: Reading the Room)

12 Craig Dworkin, “The Logic of the Substrate,” in
No Medium (Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press, 2013), 9.
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Reading the Room

fig. a-1

“Emotional Support,” part of a series
of site installations using the existing
conditions in Crit Room 409. These
folding chairs were the only objects
in the space.

Collaboration with Marie Otsuka
A series of site installations

Reading the Room, a series of minimal site interventions, took
place over several months in crit room Fletcher 409 at RISD.
We used only the existing conditions of the space (four walls,
curtains, a door, a column, some lights) and what gets left
behind after a critique as our materials. These installations
demonstrate how the room is an index, in this case specifically
an index to artistic practice. Variations included: arranging the
chairs according to modes of conversation, replacing all the tacks
in the wall that were there before, tracing the sunlight on the
floor as it moved throughout the day, and drawing the curtains
open or closed (creating a typology).

fig. a-2

“Monologue,” from An Arrangement
of Chairs, an arrangement of folding
chairs found in Crit Room 409,
arranged according to modes of
interaction.
fig. a-3

“Dialogue,” from An Arrangement
of Chairs, reflecting the process of
collaboration between us and the
space around us.
fig. a-4

“Interview,” from An Arrangement
of Chairs.
fig. a-5

Time-lapse video documenting the
installation of All the Tacks That Were
There Before. It took around four
hours and 3,000 tacks to replace all
the holes in all the walls.
fig. a-6

Time-lapse video still from All the
Tacks That Were There Before.
fig. a-7

“Early Afternoon,” from Light Traced
on the Floor.
fig. a-8

“Five Minutes Later,” from Light
Traced on the Floor. As soon as
we finished tracing one section,
the light had already moved.
fig. a-9

“Thirty Minutes Later,” from Light
Traced on the Floor.

fig.a-1
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fig. a-2
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fig. a-3
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fig. a-4
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fig. a-5
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fig. a-6
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fig. a-7
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fig. a-8
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fig. a-9
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B is for

BORROWED

For me, “appropriation” is not an appropriate
term, despite its familiarity as a critical strategy in art and design.13 I much prefer to say
“borrowed.” Borrowing is similar to appropriation,
but in contrast, to borrow acknowledges a critical
self-consciousness and implies an intention
of giving something back in return. An exchange
takes place; conversation follows.

13 Appropriation has been defined as “the decontextualization and recontextualization of existing cultural
material.” Johanna Burton and Anne Ellegood,
Introduction in Take It or Leave It: Institution, Image,
Ideology, eds. Ellegood and Burton (Los Angeles:
HammerMuseum; New York: DelMonico Books /
Prestel, 2014), 10.
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As designers, we borrow and we “lend” form to
content, give shape to ideas. All visual languages
have their own contexts and subtexts, borrowing from colloquial uses over time. The designer
must perform an excavation, an analytical act of
decoding the underlying references that accumulate through use in the everyday.14 Our work
produced in the present becomes an historical
reference, pointing to what came before, but also
signaling a desire to construct a future.

Richard Serra,
Verblist (detail)
1967 – 1968,
Pencil on paper

52

14 “He who seeks to approach his own buried past
must conduct himself like a man digging.” Walter
Benjamin, “Excavation and Memory” in Selected Writings,Volume 2, Part 2, 1931–1934, ed. Michael W. Jennings,
Howard Eiland, and Gary Smith (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1999), 576.
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to roll
to crease
to fold
to store
to bend
to shorten
to twist
to dapple
to crumple
to shave
to tear
to chip
to split
to cut
to sever
to drop
to remove
to simplify
to differ
to disarrange
to open
to mix
to splash
to knot
to spill
to droop
to flow
to curve
to lift
54
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Actions Applied to Mushrooms
Digital images (dimensions vary)

Borrowing from Richard Serra’s Verblist (1967 – 68), a list
of 84 verbs (and 24 possible contexts) used to prompt making
artworks, I created a set of images using an unexpected
medium. A variety of culinary mushrooms illustrate each of the
verbs. Each varietal can be thought of as an element creating
a grammar for communicating an action. The spindley enoki
mushroom, for example, illustrates “to simplify” when isolated
from the dense cluster from which it grows. Subtle differences
in the representations of “to heap,” “to gather,” and “to scatter”
demonstrate the nuances between words.

fig. b-1

“To Gather” from Actions Applied to
Mushrooms a series of digital images
borrowing actions from Richard
Serra's Verblist.
fig. b-2

“To Scatter” from the photograph
series: Actions Applied to Mushrooms
fig. b-3

fig. b-5

“To Store” from the photograph
series: Actions Applied to Mushrooms
fig. b-6
“To Drop” from photograph series:
Actions Applied to Mushrooms
fig. b-7

“To Remove” from photograph series:
Actions Applied to Mushrooms

“To Stretch” from the photograph
series: Actions Applied to Mushrooms
fig. b-4

“To Encircle” from the photograph
series: Actions Applied to Mushrooms

BORROWED
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to inlay
to impress
to fire
to flood
to smear
to rotate
to swirl
to support
to hook
to suspend
to spread
to hang
to bundle
to collect
of tension
of gravity
of entropy
of nature
of grouping
of layering
of felting
to grasp
to tighten
to heap
to gather
to arrange
to repair
to discard
to pair
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fig. b-1
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to distribute
to surfeit
to compliment
to enclose
to surround
to scatter
to encircle
to hole
to cover
to wrap
to dig
to tie
to bind
to weave
to join
to match
to laminate
to bond
to hinge
to mark
to expand
to dilute
to light
to modulate
to distill
to stretch
to bounce
to erase
to spray
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to systematize
to refer
to force
of mapping
of location
of context
of time
of carbonization
to continue...
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fig. b-4

fig. b-6

fig. b-5

fig. b-7
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C is for

CORNERS

Corners p.69, 70, 327, 191 are “sites that are able to
hold in their structure substantial forms of haptic,
material experience ... turning contact into the
communicative interface of a public intimacy.”15
Corners present us with a surface encounter, but
are also intimate, evocative spaces, places for
the imagination.16

15 Giulana Bruno, “Surface Encounters” in Supercommunity (New York : Verso, 2017), 168.
16 “The corner is a sort of half-box, part walls, part
door. It will serve as an illustration of the dialectics
of inside and outside.” Bachelard, Poetics of Space, 137.
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When we say that we have …

(Left): A poster that plays with the spatial
contingencies of the corner.
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“turned a corner,” we mean that we have arrived
at a different place than where we began (a better
place is implied). The corner represents hope,
“both a critical affect and a methodology” that
“can best be described as a backward glance that
enacts a future vision.”17

17 José Esteban Muñoz, Cruising Utopia: The Then and
There of Queer Futurity (New York: New York University
Press, 2009), 4.
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Good Intentions
Laser printed book
8 × 10 inches

The architecture of a city reveals its aspirations. But the images
collected in the pages of this book are of good intentions. Gathered
from their circulation on the internet, they are dissociated from
their places of origin. Anonymous, they speak as a collection to
some larger truth about the difficulties of maintenance, the shifting uses (and meanings) of our urban environments. Sequenced in
the layout of a book, these images become about the often awkward
moments of moving through our built environments, but more
than that (being images culled from the internet) they speak to
their own circulation, as images that we want to see, that remind us
of our shared human traits — our fallibility.

fig. c-1

“Stairs Leading” from a book of
found and sequenced images
depicting architectural oddities,
Good Intentions. Image credit:
Drew Litowitz.
fig. c-2

Good Intentions is a book that
sequences found images of
architectural mishaps, vestiges in
the built environment that are
maintained despite their uselessness or redundancy.
fig. c-3 to 5

Pages from Good Intentions

fig. c-1
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fig. c-3

fig. c-4

fig. c-5
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D is for

DIASPORA

The artist and writer Svetlana Boym had a theory
(shared in a talk by her friend Masha Gessen):
that “an emigre’s life continues in the land left
behind. You can’t access it, but it’s there; it’s a
parallel story. … There are many stories to be told
about a single life.”18 Her suggestion of parallelism points to the inaccessibility of dispersed p.91, 93
histories, the necessity for imagination in recalling them.

fig. d-1

18 Masha Gessen, “The Stories of a Life.” New York
Public Library, podcast audio, January 2, 2018, www.
nypl.org/blog/2017/12/29/masha-gessen-and-storieslife-nypl-podcast-ep-196.
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Exposé du Louvre
Audio and Map
8.5 × 11 inches

In this project, I combine the ambient experience of one space
with the ambulatory experience of another. The sounds of
walking through the Louvre in Paris are transposed as an audio
tour over the experience of physically moving through the
Exposé Gallery in Providence. The tour was part of the exhibition, “X,Y, Z: Graphic Design in Space.” Sounds recorded
in and around the Louvre were mapped to specific locations
within the Providence gallery, playing up the Exposé’s Parisian
aspirations. Along with the recorded sounds from Paris, a map
with descriptive texts adds another layer of spatial dimensions.
The texts play up what is heard in the recording or encountered physically in space, and what is only known through the
writing. For example, the sound of shoes is described as “the
white shoes” and the proximity of the window is reinforced by
“the view of the Seine and the Pont de Artes.” The tour creates
an impossible space of parallel experiences, of residing in
multiple spaces at once.

fig. d-1
“X, Y, Z: Graphic Design In Space”
was an exhibition hosted by the
Exposé Gallery. This audio tour
explored the Exposé’s Parisian aspirations by juxtaposing the sounds of
the Louvre with the experience of
the Providence gallery, the ambient
and the ambulatory.

fig. d-1

fig. d-2
A map to supplement the audio tour
with text interpreting the sounds
from the audio as well as the physical
space around.
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EXPOSÉ DU
LOUVRE

1
Track 01
Crowds of tourists press towards the main entrance to the
museum, the Cour Napoléon, with its iconic glass pyramid
structure by I.M. Pei. Disparate languages are being
spoken across the fountain. Somehow, a line is formed.

3
Track 03
By a window, a view of the Seine and the Pont de Artes.
The melody becomes clearer. An accordionist softly plays
to a woman in white shoes and the boats passing below.

5
Track 05
Scaffolding is coming down in one gallery – this space
is constantly shifting. The disassembling is itself a
performance. The pieces fall with a clatter on the hard
surface of the floor.

2
Track 02
Inside the Grande Gallerie, an atmosphere of voices
and footsteps and something barely audible, a melody.
A program of columns laid out across the marble floor,
remnants of an empire.

4
Track 04
A small concert is being performed in the auditorium. An
ambient performance, the hall is filled with the sound of
their instruments and the footsteps of the musicians as
they pace the stage.

6
Track 06
Through a window, from the Cour Carreé, sounds of
the streets outside enter the space. An ambulance
passing disrupts the serenity one would otherwise find
on the faces of the marble statues.
7
Track 07
Waiting for the elevator to arrive on its return.
Meanwhile, more tourists are arriving.

2

3

7
1

5

4

Instructions for Audio Tour
1. Press and hold the power button on the side of
the device
2. Select “File”
3. Select “Exposé du Louvre”
4. Select desired track
5. Walk about the gallery space while listening to the
tracks indicated on the map
6. Return headset and audio device to the
designated space

86

fig. d-2
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For access to the audio tour by phone or personal
device, please go to:
https://soundcloud.com/user-900431896/track01expose-du-louvre
https://soundcloud.com/user-900431896/track02expose-du-louvre
https://soundcloud.com/user-900431896/track03expose-du-louvre
https://soundcloud.com/user-900431896/track04expose-du-louvre
https://soundcloud.com/user-900431896/track05expose-du-louvre

6

https://soundcloud.com/user-900431896/track06expose-du-louvre
https://soundcloud.com/user-900431896/track07expose-du-louvre

Angela Lorenzo RISD Fall 2016
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E is for

ENCOUNTER

To encounter something is to experience it.
Encounters are dispersed; they travel with you.
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New Atlas
Lulu-printed book
8 × 10 inches

The New Atlas sent each of us in the studio on a walk around
Providence, gathering our dispersed materials to construct a
series of pages. On this particular walk, I went to the library’s
picture collection. There, I borrowed a folder labeled “weather.”
The picture collection represents a “crude algorithm” that is in
actuality a result of happenstance, the whims of the librarians,
or the requests from library patrons over time.* I took inspiration
from reading these de-contextualized and disparate images of
wind patterns and cloud formations. Thinking about the unseen
labor and decision-making behind this seemingly neutral
collection, I wanted to draw a parallel to the labor of the designer
bringing type and image together on the page. To illustrate
the images, text from Georges Perec’s Species of Spaces is paired
with each collage. Combining type and image, these spreads
compare the creative act of wandering our built environment to
the space of the page.

fig. e-1

Photographs from the file labeled
“Weather” in the RISD Library
Picture Collection.

* Taryn Simon “The Picture Collection (2013),”
accessed May 5, 2018, http://tarynsimon.com/
works/picture_collection/#1

fig. e-2 to 6

Pages 198–211 from New Atlas, a
collective book.

fig. e-1
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fig. e-2
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fig. e-3
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fig. e-4
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F is for

F I C T I T I OU S

Image and text work in concert to communicate.
We are able to read both and to read in the space
between. We are ourselves accounts of autofiction, a combination of narratives (autobiographical and fictitious) that we use to tell stories
about ourselves, to construct the missing parts
of ourselves.19

19 In the Introduction to Long Life Cool White:
Photographs and Essays by Moyra Davey, Helen
Molesworth compares identity formation and
autofiction (New Haven CT: Yale University Press,
2008). Similarly, Georges Perec begins “The
Page” in Species of Spaces with a quotation from
Henri Michaux: “‘I write in order to peruse
myself.’” Perec, Species of Spaces, 9.
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Performing Art Learning
Durational performance
Composition books, pencil, erasers

Performing Art Learning was an engagement with Cy Twombly’s
Untitled (1968) at the RISD Museum in May 2017. Cy’s painting resembles a school chalkboard. For this performance, I am
playing into what I see, or how the painting is often interpreted
(chalk on slate) rather than what it actually is (oil on canvas). The
performance consists of me sitting and repeating his enigmatic
marks over and over in blue composition books (there is a foothigh stack waiting on the bench). Sometimes they are fast and
sometimes slow and deliberate. As I am copying, I stay focused
on my work, looking up only to gauge the gesture of my mark
against the artist’s. When a notebook has been filled, I add it to
a growing pile on the other side of the bench or toss it to the
floor. I then pick up another blank book, and keep writing, again
until it is filled. I see the performance as a caption to the painting
(a paratext), a critique of the institution through an engagement
in conversation about how art is taught and learned, inscribed
in the artist. The performance continues until I am satisfied with
the progress of my mark-making that day, until I have used up
(filled) all the blank books, or the museum closes for the day,
whichever comes first, reflecting the conditions of the institution.
fig. f-1
fig. f-1

In dialogue with Cy Twombly’s
Untitled (1968) a performance
for the RISD Museum’s Third
Thursday.
fig. f-2

The labor of learning . Byproducts
of the performance on the floor of
the gallery (notebooks filled with
attempts at drawing Cy Twombly’s
marks over and over again).
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fig. f-2
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G is for

GRAMMARS

A grammar is an organizing principle. We learn
it at a very early age; some rules are inscribed
on paper in textbooks while others are inscribed
in the ways we interact. It soon becomes secondnature and we think about it less and less. It is the
invisible scaffolding around which we build our
words. It hides from us in this way.20

20 I am thinking here of how Judith Butler describes
“speech acts” (though this term precedes her, it is
her interpretation that most readily comes to mind).
Language performed as gender becomes encoded in
our bodily habits, postures, expressions. Judith Butler,
“Performative Acts and Gender Constitution: An Essay
in Phenomenology and Feminist Theory.” Theatre
Journal 40, no. 4 (1988): 519-31.
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A Conversation
Laser-printed book
8.5 × 11 inches

A Conversation explores the language surrounding modes
of dialogue. Thirty-two words are split into prefixes and
suffixes, allowing the reader to engage with the components
of each word, creating potentially new words and meanings.
Nonsense becomes understanding when words are used in
context for the first time. Language must first be broken down
in order to be re-constructed into something new. Looking
at these common words in this way, as composites of varied
meanings, aids in seeing how language is constructed (that
which has become intuitive over time). The project ultimately
points to the thresholds between what is said (or written)
and what is understood.

fig. g-1

fig. g-1

fig. g-5

In A Conversation, prefixes and
suffixes are split across spreads,
allowing the viewer to participate
in the construction of potential new
words and meanings.

A composite of prefix from “forward”
and suffix “commingle.”
fig. g-6

The color coded pages locate the
original words.

fig. g-2

A composite of prefix from
“nonsense” and suffix “concede.”

fig. g-7

Demonstration of the book's
mechanics.

fig. g-3

A composite of prefix from “unpack”
and suffix “preamble.”
fig. g-4

A composite of prefix from “understand” and suffix “nonsense.”
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fig. g-2
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fig. g-3
fig. g-5

fig. g-4

fig. g-6

fig. g-7
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In Conversation
Nina Katchadourian is an
artist who works in many disciplines: sculpture,
video, performance, photography, and public
projects. I spoke with Nina by phone from
Providence while she was in Berlin, where she
lives part of the year.
I attended your talk at
RISD last fall and I was really interested in how you talk about boredom
or boring things as a source for
inspiration, as a place where a lot
of your ideas begin. Could you talk
a little more about that?
Angela Lorenzo

So, I think that for a long time now I’ve been
making things that engage, I often say, the dumb stuff that
surrounds us. The everyday and colloquial kinds of things that
most people can recognize quickly. When we use the phrase,
“everyday” it sort of tends to imply something that’s not outand-out boring, but certainly not something that’s special. I’m
trying to look for ways to activate that category of the everyday —
I’m trying to mess with that or reconsider that assumption.
Nina Katchadourian

I get this question a lot: where do my ideas come from. They
really do often come from lived, boring, everyday kinds of situations. I suspect that some of what I do here will spring out of
what I come into contact with in a lived, everyday sort-of-way.
So, we (being my husband and I) have jumped into taking
immersive German classes. We’ve been taking them since January. It’s every day, three hours a day. We’re in there with about 15
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to 20 people from absolutely all over the world and it’s amazing.
People are there for very different reasons. Some people have
come as refugees and they’re required to take this course. And
other people are maybe more like us — learning it because we are
living here. Have you ever studied German?
No, I haven’t.
Have you ever studied another language, where there are nouns
with articles that are gendered, like French or Spanish? In
German you have: masculine, feminine, but also neuter and every
object in the world is going to be one of those three things. The
thing about it is that a lot of the grammar, relies on you knowing
the correct articles for that thing. So many things get piled onto
this basic thing of knowing what gender a noun is. This has been
a point of obsession for us right now: is it der, die, or das? Every
object in the world — is it der, die, or das?
So, my first project here which is going to be shown in June and
up the whole summer is for a teeny tiny space called Die Raum,
which means “the room” or “the space.” It’s right on the street
level and you sort of look through a little vertical window to see
into it. I’m trying to work with this der, die, das problem to make
three rooms that are each up for about a month. In the first of the
rooms, every object in the room will be a noun beginning with
der. So, der ticsh (the table), der stubble (the chair), on and on and
on and on. I’m going to try to have a hundred objects arranged in
a way that loosely suggests there’s some kind of narrative to the
way that that room gets organized. And then the same thing will
happen with das and die. It’s a project that I would probably only
ever do in my first year while I’m here learning this language and
while it’s very new. It will probably be a project that will be very
boring to a lot people and useless in some ways to a lot of people.
But for a certain category of recent arrivals to Germany, which
is quite a lot of people at the moment, given what’s happening
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here with a lot of people coming from all over the world, it’s also
a project that I would hope could be very useful. So that’s my
newest boring project!
I imagine that it can be an opportunity for even native speakers to question what they’re used to seeing. Or,
for thinking about the language they
use everyday and their relationship
to these objects. It’s re-framing the
objects they use everyday and the way
language is ascribed to those objects.
Yeah! I’m really curious about that. I’m glad you said that. I’m
really curious to see if something will be revealed to them about
what the articles mean and why those articles. Especially with
the male and female ones. There’s some very strange contradictions sometimes with what is called what. I’m going to see what
happens. Maybe all sorts of things will come of it that I can’t
even see yet.
I was reading an interview with you
and Monica de la Torre for Bomb
Magazine. And she was asking you
about how you deal with larger,
complicated issues. You said: “I tend
to come at the big things through
the details or its smaller portions.”
This really resonated with me and
the way I like to approach projects in
my own design practice. It seems like
maybe this is a project that is doing
that thing, taking a similar approach?
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Right. Thank you for pointing that out to me, because I didn’t
make that connection. These are the tiny building blocks of a
much bigger complicated thing that we’re trying really hard to
get our heads around. I think that is often a strategy for me — dig
into something particular and see if the particular thing shows
something bigger back. That has often happened in ways that
have surprised me. It’s funny that this particular thing comes to
mind — I don’t know if I talked about this at RISD — Car Park?
I’ve seen images, but I don’t think it
was part of that lecture.
It was a big public project I did with two other grad school
friends of mine where we organized thousands of cars that came
to this community college to park. We organized them by color
into all these different parking lots. But the thing we couldn’t see
coming was how much variation there would be in a color like
red, for instance — there were these shades of red that were so
different from one another. That’s not something you could have
seen until you got all the red cars in one place.
One of my favorite unexpected things about that experience
was that when we stopped sorting traffic, and people came and
left and came and left and this day continued on in a natural
fashion. The order that all the cars had been put into gradually
shuffled itself back into this disordered state, but watching that
happen was really amazing. The gradual disordering was something I wished we had documented more. As were the really nice
moments when the system broke down completely. Sometimes
you get these interesting secondary things that come of what
seems to be a rigid, system-based approach. I love when that
happens, actually. It’s nice to make something you didn’t intend
to make, to have swept something in that you didn’t start off
intending to do.
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That leads me to think about how
much documentation plays into
your work. It seems like often there’s
a performative aspect, but then
the documentation of that event
becomes really important.
I use photography, but to be called a photographer feels very
odd to me. I never describe myself as a photographer and that’s
part because the point is not so much to make a photograph,
the point is to document something using photography which
is often the best and most useful tool. I would maybe say, Seat
Assignment (where I’m making work on airplanes) pushes
that a bit. I’m more willing to think about that as a photography
project, because it’s trying to think about the cell phone as a
device with a camera. In my other projects, the tool is not what
I am thinking about, but with Seat Assignment it is part that.
It’s partially about the fact that we have this camera with us all
the time. And most people have one. One reason I think I get
away with making these pictures on airplanes in this very public
situation is because it’s a cell phone. I just look like a bored
person who is screwing around trying to pass the time. It does
not look like I am trying to make art. My alibi, my cover, is the
cell phone.
You work in such a variety of modes,
video, sound, installation, so I’m
curious who some of your influences
have been?
There are a lot of artists whose work I think about often. The
last few years, one person who I’ve thought about more has been
Martin Creed. There’s a way in which he jumps around from
medium to medium absolutely without apology. It’s an approach
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I find very familiar. There’s also something about his use of
humor which I’m looking carefully at. I get asked about that
a lot in my own work, so I’m always trying to understand how
artists are using humor or how they answer questions about
it. I also like that he’s got this weird musical practice that goes
alongside his art making which I’ve also had on and off, but
certainly much less publicly than him.
I talk to my students a lot about Sophie Calle’s work right now.
One of the reasons is the way she has of working with personal
content. She’s exemplary to me in a way that she manages to
prevent it from becoming really solipsistic and vain. Or, when
there is vanity involved she’s really in command of that as one
of the devices of the work. Do you know one of her projects
called Take Care of Yourself? It’s such an amazing piece to me
because of the display solutions she’s come up with — one kind
of document ends up exploded into a whole show and placed
in the hands of all these other people. I love the fact that it
becomes video and photography and an environment and an
installation. It kind of has all the ingredients of a disaster, or
it could become a kind of piece that I wouldn’t like at all. In
her case, she pushes it so far beyond its limits that it becomes
something else.
You mentioned in your email you’re working with the material
of your family. What are you thinking about?
So, some of the work that I’ve
made which feels important to
me has talked about my parents’
immigration and my own feelings
of personal and cultural distance
from my parents’ country of origin.
There’s contradiction there of also
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being an American in this current
political climate (here and in the
Philippines) and also acknowledging
the close political colonial relationship between the two countries that I
feel rarely gets talked about. So I have
this kind of funny relationship to my
family material, but I’m really interested in that diaspora so it makes its
way into my work.

reaction to that. But I think the key, if I managed to avoid that,
was to use the device of setting the three of us up for this very
rigorous task. I haven’t quite articulated it this way before.
It’s like, in a funny way I thought that if we could set it up to
say, “what we’re here to do is learn our lines and each other’s
accents.” Whatever that project might mean was cast aside while
we were making the piece. It was very useful to have this kind of
tunnel vision around it, and then what it ended up meaning or
implying came out in all the stumbling around that was happening while we were trying to do this crazy task. That could come
up more naturally, because we weren’t focused on that directly, if
that makes sense.

No, I never learned Tagalog. But
I can understand it a bit. That’s
another point of confusion for me.
Because most Filipinos are bilingual
(they speak English) we can communicate just fine in that sense. But
it feels like a very one-sided relationship because my family members
and I can only speak on my terms.
Translation as a strategy and a problem of communication is somthing
that comes up a lot in some of your
projects as well?

I think it’s another reason why I want to give myself homework.
Why the word assignment or the strategy comes up so much.
It sort of let’s me put aside a little bit that stressful question of
“what does it mean?” or “why am I doing it?” Sometimes I know
something about that when I start, but sometimes there’s sort of
a groping in the dark until I’m at the end of the process and then
I will understand more about why I’m doing it. So, it’s helpful to
have a task or a self-directed assignment-based thing for me.

Did you grow up bilingual?

Yeah, I deal with the family material a bit. I first worked with
this in grad school. It felt super uncomfortable at that time, like
a vanity project. It’s funny —  the topic has come up many times
over the years. With Accent Elimination (the project I did with
my parents and their accents), I was worried there would be a
“why-do-you-think-your-family-is-so-interesting” kind-of
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Recarcassing Ceremony is the most recent thing that I made on
this family topic and that was terrifying for me to make. The first
public showing of that was deeply nerve-racking. Because again,
it’s a very personal story. It’s a story that meant a lot to me and
means a lot to me still. I had never done anything that involved
my brother. There were a lot of sort of sensitive things about it.
But it’s been really gratifying. The response to that has been very
different than anything else I’ve made. It’s been very interesting
for me to have something like that in the world now.
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It seems to be doing that thing
again — taking the smaller part to
talk about something larger, something complex.
In the case of that film, it’s taking something very particular to
talk about something that almost can’t be talked about: the fact
that people die. Or how hard it is to talk about that in a family,
openly. It’s looking at how we try to deal with that strange problem as kids.
I was telling a group of students recently that that was a project
that was really hard to make, and I was really stuck with it for
such a long time. I can say, without exaggeration, that I’ve been
trying to make something about that whole story since I was in
grad school, so a long time. I just didn’t know, what I wanted
to say through it. What form the piece should take. Is it a video?
What is it? But also I think there were two things that sort of
unlocked it. One thing is that my brother now has kids. They’re
younger than my brother was when I played the game with him,
but playing with them (and one of them really looks like him as
a kid) has been a way to bring back a lot of memories about
what it was like to play with him as a kid. So something about
the timing of this was key.
But the real key for figuring out how to actually structure the
film was the moment I realized I couldn’t just tell a story about
it. I had to play the game again. I had to become one of the characters and speak in the voice and be the narrator and really tell
the story from within it. The decisions still felt complicated, but
I had a way forward.
This is a round-about way of saying that I think the family material, for me, has been about figuring out my proximity to it, or
my positionanlity to it vis-á-vis where I am. Am I on the outside
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telling someone about it? Am I on the inside speaking about it
from there? Where am I? Where is it and where am I?
This leads me to think about the
participatory aspect of your work
and the role of the collaboration.
I do often involve others, whether they’re animals or people.
I think collaboration is one of those funny words. In order for
it to be truly collaborative, you have to have originated the
thing together. So, “collaborators” gets used as the people who
participate with you, but I think I’m often roping people in,
or sometimes animals. Not because they necessarily were … I
don’t know if you saw on my website there is a category called
uninvited collaborations with nature. The animals didn’t really
ask to participate, I sort of drafted them. So, it’s been a while
since I’ve had a full on collaboration. Maybe the closest thing
recently has been the one with the two DJs, [On Hold Music
Dance Party]. Even though it was my concept, although I
collected that raw material and made decisions about how that
raw material would get used, ultimately the two of them have
had a huge amount of influence in what the music sounded
like. In that sense, it feels a little like we’re a band. Even if the
music is using that concept.
You’ve already touched on this
earlier, but on the role of material
in your work, or using objects as
a way to talk about something that’s
a little difficult to convey through
simple words. Like your current
project maybe, but definitely the
Sorted Books.
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Yeah, I mean that’s the project that maybe in the most clear way,
makes an argument for how you can work with all the material
that’s already there, that’s already around you. Something that’s
already there all the time and by re-ordering that or re-framing
that (or in this case it’s sort of a re-ordering and a re-duction),
you can extract a different kind of content from it. It’s sort
of a distillation from that. Sorted books has very often been taken
up as a writing assignment. I enjoy when people take it into
their own hands themselves. It’s really fun to see other people’s
arranged versions. But one thing I’m often noticing is that to
me it’s about the physicality of the books. You put a really skinny
book with tiny font next to a really fat one with a huge font and
there’s chemistry between those two things. And I think people
generally don’t think as much about the physical properties of
books as I think they should.

at that point. And so, this class was completely fantastic and I
made a bunch of crazy unwieldy objects in that course. That was
the beginning of a whole different approach for me. I have a real
fondness for books as physical things, probably because of that
class where we had to think about that a lot.
And you studied art at Brown?
I was double majoring in Art and a major that doesn’t exist
anymore called Literature in Society. I was doing a lot of comp
lit and literary theory and history and literature, but in a very
Brown way, was combing all this other stuff too. But I went to
college intending to be a radio journalist. I really didn’t have
any particular interest in being an artist. That was really not on
my radar at all.

By the way, did I mention in that lecture — a moment when a
big light-bulb-went-off for me in college was when I took this
class at RISD about books.
No, I don’t believe so. What class
was that?
Okay, so this was a class taught in the Graphic Design Department taught by a professor named Janet Zweig. She was teaching in graphic design and I’d heard about this class called
“Concrete Books” which a couple of my friends at Brown had
taken. And the idea behind Concrete Books was that the form
and the content of the book would sort of be strongly related.
And I remember getting into the class barely. She was only going
to take two or three non-RISD students and I squeaked in. It
was totally life-changing. It was my first exposure to any kind
of conceptually-based thinking. I just thought learning about
art was learning how to draw well and then you could move to
paint. I didn’t have any exposure really to anything conceptual
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H is for

HISTORIES

No person’s story is singular. Individual experience is shaped by broad political forces as well as
the everyday, the global and the minute. Cultural
narratives slip back and forth between the micro
and macro in their telling and re-telling.21

21 “Narrative concerns itself with what is
happening all the time, history concerns itself with
what is happening from time to time.” Gertrude
Stein, “lecture 3,” in Narration: Four Lectures
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010), 30.
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Museum of Critical Context
Laser-printed book
8 × 10 inches

This book engages in the slippage between the personal and the
larger political forces that influence historical narratives, both
the personal and the collective. It juxtaposes two narratives along
its spine to demonstrate the ways a geopolitical history might
contrast with the personal experience of having lived through
and beyond it. On the left-hand page, text charts historical landmarks in the history of the Philippines, its colonial history leading
through the present. On the opposite page, a photograph hangs
on the white wall of a gallery.

fig. h-1

Pages 50 to 51 from Museum of
Critical Context. On the left, events
of the year 1970 and on the page
opposite, a photograph on the wall
of the museum, an image of a table
set for dinner.
fig. h-2

Turning a page reveals that the frame
is actually a die-cut window.
fig. h-3

The frame highlights the date of
the photograph on the left-hand
page. The completion of this gesture
reveals the full photograph.
fig. h-4

The book juxtaposes two narratives.
fig. h-5

Museum of Critical Context is a strange exhibition catalog. Turning
the page, the image is revealed to be a die-cut window cropping
a larger portrait. The portraits are familiar: they are of everyday lived experiences from my family archive. Each photograph
is paired chronologically with the year of the known-historical
moment. When the page is turned, the die-cut window goes from
framing the photograph on the right to framing the year on the
left. An index in the back provides my own limited knowledge of
the events in the photographs, annotations of what little I do know.
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The narratives are read between
text and image. The photographs
span the years of various militarized
occupations in the Philippines, but
more than that, they show the
day-to-day and events (weddings,
parties, graduations) of one family.
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fig. h-1
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fig. h-2
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fig. h-3
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fig. h-4
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fig. h-5
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Cryptomenysis Patrimonia
Set of 12 cards, laser printed
6 × 9 inches each

Cryptomenysis Patefacta is a 17th-century book housed in Special
Collections at the Providence Public Library that details methods for both writing and decoding ciphers. Inspired by this book,
I began to reflect on how history is itself a cipher that requires
decoding in order to recover those whose contributions are overlooked or left out of master narratives. I designed a set of twelve
cards, each featuring a female designer from mid-century who
shared a design practice with a male counterpart. The backs of
each card point to the ways each has been obscured or overshadowed in the history books, the gendered language from reviews
or from their partners that have diminished their works or undermined their contributions to their field.
fig. h-6

History is a cipher: twelve plates
attempting to decode the gendered
biases of the modern art and
design canon.
fig. h-7

The backs of each card reveal the
language used to dismiss the work
of these female artists and designers.
In this way, Le Corbusier initially
rejected Charlotte Perriand’s
application to work in his studio.

fig. h-8

The cards are an attempt to
reconnect these female artists and
designers to their work as contributions to the history of modern
art and design.

fig. h-6
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Denise
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Robert Venturi is often credited as
the sole author and architect in the
couple’s collaborative works.

Le Corbusier dismissed
e-1027 in this way.

fig. h-8

fig. h-7
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I is for

INHERITED

What we observe in family snapshots reminds
us of what we inherit, personally but also collectively, figuratively and materially.22 “I see myself,
like any other person, as a container that has
inherited these infinite traces of history without
inheriting any direction.”23 Searching for a direction, we come to know ourselves through images
and in turn construct autobiographies around
those representations. We are sites for converging
and conflicting definitions.
22 “It can be said that language, any language, is
essentially viral in nature, strings of code that make
repeated copies of themselves. The language of
our parents encodes mitotically on our tongues, the
language of our families, cultures, generations.”
Elizabeth Zuba, “Introduction,” in Not Nothing (Los
Angeles: Siglio, 2014), 9.
23 Danh Vo as quoted by Katherine Brinson in “Little
or Nothing But Life,” in Danh Vo: Take My Breath Away
(New York: Guggenheim Museum, 2017) xxvii. This
statement takes inspiration from a text by Edward Said
in which he (quoting Antonio Gramsci) writes, “The
starting point of critical elaboration is the consciousness of what one really is, and is ‘knowing thyself’ as
a product of the historical process to date, which has
deposited in you an infinity of traces, without leaving an
inventory.” Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage
Books, 1994), 25.
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Familiar Fictions
Laser-printed book, wire-bound
6.75 × 9.5 inches

Working with the archive of my family’s photographs again, this
book focuses on the gestures held within the photograph. Each
image is cropped and bleeds off the edges of each page. Cropped
and reprinted, the subjects of the photographs display familiar
gestures — hands on shoulders, hovering over plates, waving.
The frame focuses on both the habitual and the incidental,
the periphery, as though searching for clues. The objects on the
table, the mise en scène, tell this story. Sequenced in the pages
of a book, they read not as one particular family’s portraits, but
rather as a story about the indexical nature of the photograph.
The images refer to the gestures that imprint on our memories
and what we inherit, personally but also collectively, the familiar
traces found in our representations. We come to know ourselves
through images and in turn construct our idea of ourselves
around those representations.

fig. i-1

fig. i-5

Image-as-text — a book with only
images which can be read through
its sequence.

Locating the details in tiny
photographs.

fig. i-2

The objects in the mise en scène
become recurring characters.

fig. i-6

Close-crop images of gestures found
in family snapshots.
fig. i-3

Images are sequenced not chronologically, but rather intuitively,
cataloging familiar gestures, making
these the subjects of the photographs.

fig. i-1

fig. i-4

All the images are part of my family's
collection, but here are cropped
to reveal familiar gestures: arms
around shoulders, hands resting on
tables, or politely clasped.
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fig. i-2
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fig. i-3
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J is for

JUSTIFY

To justify is to take a position and to defend
it. Justification requires perspective, a bird’seye view of the boundaries of an argument, the
opposing sides. In a design context, to justify is
to set a line of type so that it reaches the outer
edges of a text block, defining the margins.
Justifying, whether in the space of argument
or of typesetting, is a matter of design. There is
a rationale behind what and how we choose to
engage with texts, a politics behind what we
choose to justify. When we speak we engage in
a conversation from the periphery, we define
those edges, exposing value judgments, acknowledging our lived experiences, the positions from
which we speak.
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Play Things
Laser-printed postcards
4 × 6 inches

Play Things is a series of postcards depicting images of things
from my desk that fill in for the players of Gertrude Stein’s
“Objects Lie on a Table” (1932). In these images, my personal
objects take their positions as players taking to the stage, that
is they perform. Since these are things I see everyday (things I
forget to see), in making them perform for this text, I am seeing
them in a new context. The set of postcards allow for the play
to be sent, line by line (or scene by scene) over time.

fig. j-1

“You want to show more effort
than that.” My things performing
lines from Gertrude Stein’s “Objects
Lie on a Table.”
fig. j-2

“And I say to you you do remember
do not you and you feel as I do.”
fig. j-3

“And now how do you do.”
fig. j-4

fig. j-1

“Yes, you remember you
remember me.”
fig. j-5

“I have done very well.”
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fig. j-2

fig. j-4

fig. j-3

fig. j-5
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K is for

KEEPING

Mementos, souvenirs, monuments, artifacts,
valuables, stores, photographs, strays, sundries,
gardens, bees, chastity, vows, rituals, sacred,
appearances, appointments, names, numbers,
track, promises, worldviews, ideologies, secrets,
the faith, pace, time, memories.
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Um Spaces
Plaster-cast 3-D em spaces
216pt × 216pt × 216pt

Typographic white spaces — the spaces we insert between words
on the page — vary in size and type. We learn in typography
that type is measured in picas and points, but horizontal spacing is measured in ems: the distance equal to the given type size.
One-em space is therefore proportional in any size. The em space
is a space that we see because of the letters or words around it.
One could think of it as a pause between words if read aloud.
I wanted to materialize this pause, to make it visible. Em spaces
(in various point sizes) were cast in plaster and set on the table,
signifying the space between words, the distance between what
is said and what is heard in a conversation across that table. These
3-dimensional em spaces suggest that language (constructed
from letterforms) has height, width, but also depth.

fig. k-1
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A plaster cast of a 216pt em space
for placing on the table, symbolizing
a pause in conversation. An em as
an um.

fig. k-1
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L is for

LOST

To lose, to loosen, to let loose. “The art of losing
isn’t hard to master,” writes the poet Elizabeth
Bishop. In her memoir, M Train, Patti Smith
often refers to “The Valley of Lost Things” as
the place she imagines she would encounter all
the precious objects she’s misplaced in the past.
Similarly, in Lydia Davis’ short story, the things
she’s lost are “lost from me and where I am,
but they are also not gone.” The things we lose
track of grow with time, remind us of what’s at
stake — the other sock, jewelry, toys, pets, keys,
games, but also battles, wars, species, arguments,
loves, contact, balance, looks, motivation, hope,
values, faith, pace, time, memories. Recalling
what’s been lost as merely displaced, is another
way of caring for it, and of creating the conditions for a possible reunion.
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Lost&

: An Archive of Future Artifacts

Exhibition co-curated with Melissa Weiss
Identity, promotional material, and publication (dimensions variable) designed
with Melissa Weiss

Lost&
: An Archive of Future Artifacts is a collection for critical
optimism. It is an archive of future artifacts from events that have
yet to happen. Lost& asked artists and writers to consider what
is missing in the political now and imagine what it might mean to
encounter those things in the future.
For the exhibition, Melissa and I challenged ourselves to reimagine the space of the museum. How could our exhibition create a
context for new conversations around our political futures? As the
curators for the exhibition, we resisted the urge to dictate what
the future might look like with the hope of creating a more generous space for conversation. We decided to deprioritize presenting
an aesthetically cohesive collection of works and instead, left room
for the eclectic — as is befitting a lost-and-found. It was more
important that the work address a critical optimism, that the artists
engaged in defining what that looked like for them.

fig. l-1

fig. l-10

Melissa and I at the opening to the
show on October 12, 2017.

The publication produced for the
exhibition featured the writings
of Brown Literary Arts students
who responded to the curatorial
statement as their contributions.

fig. l-2

Postcard invitations to the exhibition
located the idea of critical optimism
as central to the show.
fig. l-3

The exhibition resembled a lost-andfound. Objects within the exhibition
represented a range of aesthetic
expressions, but addressed the idea
of critical optimism in some way.

fig. l-11

Flyers for the exhibition’s event
programming utilized the contingencies of the corner. This flyer for
the first of a series of performances, conversations, and readings: a
talk with RISD Museum curators
on curation as critical art practice.

fig. l-4

fig. l-12

The exhibition space was kept dimly
lit. An ambient sound installation,
Impulse and Response by Edek Sher
(MFA D+M 2017) helped to create
an unfamiliar environment for
encountering the work.

Flyer for a performance by Dove
Drury Hornbuckle (MFA Ceramics 2018).

fig. l-5

The archive of future artifacts.

fig. l-13

Flyer for a poetry reading by the
writers that contributed to the
Lost& publication by responding
to the curatorial statement.

fig. l-6

fig. l-14

A photograph of Soup First, Then
Liberation. One of the programmed
events hosted in the gallery.

Video still from Wrists, performed
on opening night.

fig. l-7

Carson Evans (MFA Graphic
Design 2018) performing Object!
Agency! on opening night of the
exhibition.

fig. l-15

Wrists, by Sophi Miyoko Gullbrants
(BFA Illustration 2018). The performance occurred at the opening for
the exhibition and the resulting
drawing and sculpture remained in
the space throughout the show.

fig. l-16

Artifacts of a performance.

fig. l-8

fig. l-17

The exhibition as seen through the
gaps within Through What Alchemy
by Ellie Tomlinson (MFA Sculpture
2017).

As Melissa and I began to remove
our curatorial statement from
the wall at the end of the exhibition, alphabetic artifacts emerged
as we imagined curatorial collaborations in the future.

fig. l-9

View from the opening for the
exhibition: visitors taking a moment
for reflection and conversation in the
corner of the gallery.
fig. l-1
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fig. l-3
In the lobby: (from left) Walls of the Cave by Joe Winograd
(MFA D+M 2018) and Beautiful Forms of Destruction by Ipek
Kosova (MFA Glass 2018).
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fig. l-4
The entrance to the exhibition (from left): Autotopography #1
(Pienso En Ti) by Gina Gwen Palacios (MFA Painting 2018),
Sensor 001 by Ian Barsanti (BFA Furniture Design 2018),
Celestial Jazz, No. 3 and Celestial Blues, No. 3 by K. Funmilayo
Aileru (MFA D+M 2017), Flat Houseplants by Joyce Lin
(BFA Furniture 2017), Tampon by Erica Enriquez (BFA Sculpture 2019).
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fig. l-5
Objects from left: Memory Extraction Device (rock) by Lee
Pivnik (BFA Sculpture 2018), Fracture by Erica Enriquez (BFA
Furniture 2019), Nautical Survival Suite by Cory Lund (MFA
Sculpture 2018), Through What Alchemy by Ellie Tomlinson
(MFA Sculpture 2017), Earthly Delights Arghavan Khosravi
(MFA Painting 2018), American Primitive by Gina Gwen
Palacios (MFA Painting 2018), Wrists by Sophi Miyoko
Gullbrants (BFA Illustration 2018) Elijah’s Church Marquee by
Nathan Miller (MFA Photography 2017).
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fig. l-6

fig. l-8

fig. l-7

fig. l-9

fig. l-10
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fig. l-14

fig. l-15
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M is for

MEMORY

Language is a material that, like all materials,
has memory. It reveals itself in etymological
traces. These traces form an index that slowly
constructs itself over time.
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Aesthetics of Slowness

AESTHET
AGNES
GEORGE

CS OF

MART
NAKASH

N
MA

4.9.16

4.9.17
April 1, 2015

Typographic identity
dimensions variable

Aesthetics of Slowness is a typographic identity for a proposed
exhibition featuring works of art that are concerned with time
as both medium and subject. Inspired by two objects from the
RISD Museum collection: America (1958 – 1959) by Agnes
Martin and Lounge Chair (1970 – 1990) by George Nakashima,
the Aesthetics of Slowness would take place slowly, over time.
Letters from each artist’s name are stretched horizontally, slowing
the reading process. Dashes, the typographic indicators of
duration, are exaggerated to emphasize the theme of the show.

Dear Friend,
It is with great pleasure that we invite you to attend the first in a series
of exhibitions and corresponding talks that explore themes of temporality in creative processes and that proposes, against long traditions of
thought, slowness as a strategy in contemporary art and life. On April
9, 2016, Dia: Beacon will present the work of two artists for whom time
was both subject and factor in their work, Agnes Martin and George
Nakashima. On April 9, 2016, Dia: Beacon will present the work of two
artists for whom time was both subject and factor in their work:
Agnes Martin and George Nakashima.
The scholar Lutz Koepnick has said that “slowness helps us register
the multiple layers of time, history and motion that constitute our
present.” Milan Kundera wrote that, “there is a secret bond between
slowness and memory, between speed and forgetting.” Agnes Martin
wrote, “I wish the idea of time would drain out of my cells and leave
me quiet even on this shore.” These are words that guided us in the
selection of works that speak to contemporary concerns in both art
and our daily experiences. It is my sincerest hope that you will join us
for this moving event. But, don’t worry. There’s no rush.

fig. m-1

A letterhead demonstrates the ways
in which the typographic system fills
the container of the page.
fig. m-2

A poster for the proposed exhibitions
citing like-minded thinkers.
fig. m-3

Another option for letterhead.

Warmest regards,
Jessica Morgan
Director, Dia Art Foundation

3 Beekman Street, Beacon
New York 12508

fig.
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AESTHET

CS OF
AGNES

TIN

MA
There is a secret bond
between slowness and memory,
between speed and forgetting
— Milan Kundera

I hope I have made it clear

The silence on the floor of

Walking seems to cover time

that the work is about per-

my house is all the questions

and space but in reality we

fection as we are aware of

and all the answers that have

are always just where we

it in our minds but that the

been known in the world.

started. I walk but in reality

paintings are very far from

The sentimental furniture

I am hand in hand with co-

being perfet — completely

threatens the peace.

nentment on my own door-

removed in fact — even as

The reflection of a sunset

step. The ocean is deathless.

we ourselves are.

speaks loudly of days.

The islands rise and die,
quietly come, quietly go, a

In graphic arts and all the

In the best moments I think

silent swaying breath. I wish

arts technique is a hazard

“Life has passed me by” and

the idea of time would drain

even as it is in living life.

I am content.

out of my cells and leave me

As a boy, I enjoyed roaming

simple vegetation grows,

the mountains of the Pacific

such as lichen, but most

Northwest. Higher and

leafy plants are no more.

higher I climbed, passing

Just below are the stunt-

the great Douglas firs which

ed evergreens fighting for

punctured the heavens.

survival in difficult conditions.

Exploring along the way,

The lean mountain goat, with

I would follow the river beds

his short horns, picks his

or the railway tracks until

way among the stones. A bit

the trees ended — at the

farther down there are dog’s-

timberline.. Above this line,

tooth violets, a kind of fir tree

Slowness helps us register the
multiple layers of time, history,
and motion that constiute our present.
— Lutz Koepnick

called the Noble.

quiet even on this shore.

GEORGE

NAKAS

3 Beekman Street, Beacon
New York 12508
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Memory Printer
Developed at A School, A Park (Montreal) with Sam Panter and Claire Freeman-Fawcett.
Performance and sculptural objects (dimensions variable)

“Think of a memory. Hold it in your mind, but don’t recall it
outloud. Now tell us, is you memory: hard or soft? Quiet or loud?
Salty or sweet? Windy or still? Cloudy or clear?” A set of questions leads to a composition made of substrates that correspond
to those questions. The concoction (a result of your answers to
each question) is a representation (material print) of a memory.
Just as memories are abstract to those outside of the experience
of recollection, these are representations of a memory, a way
of understanding something of another person’s experiences
through visual and material clues. The Memory Prints serve a
metonymic function, standing in for the participant’s narrative
telling of their memory.

fig. m-4

Sam performing Memory Printer,
asking the participant (Bo-Won
Keum) a series of questions about
her memory. Each question corresponds to a material that is selected
depending on how the participant
answers the quesiton. For example,
if the participant chooses “sweet”
for the question: “Is your memory
salty or sweet?” then a little sugar
is added to the composition. The
results of her responses produce a
portrait of materials unique to her
and the memory she describes.
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IS YO UR MEMORY:
H A R D OR SOFT?

FR AG I L E OR ROB U ST?

AN G U LAR OR ROUND?

S H I N Y OR M ATTE?

O P E N O R CLOS E D?

S A LT Y OR SW EET?

W IN DY OR STIL L?

PL EAS U R E OR PA I N ?

Q UIET O R LOUD?

M EL LOW OR AC I DI C ?

AL I VE OR D EAD?

CAG ED OR FR EE?

TEN D ER OR H ARS H ?

OL D OR N EW?

H OT OR COLD?

DA R K OR L I G H T?

C LO U DY O R C LE A R?

S U R FAC E OR DEEP ?

S HA RP OR DUL L?
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N is for

NOTE

Typographers pay meticulous attention to that
which typically goes unnoticed because it is
difficult to see (if not trained in its art). They
take note of small details, focusing in. Of course,
the notes, particularly the footnotes, are also
the place for asides pointing the reader outward,
“the proper repository for material beyond the
writer’s personal authority.”24

24
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Where the Would Be Here
Laser-printed book
4.25 × 7 inches

At some point in my research on creative practices I admire,
I discovered a book that had been authored by two artists who
have been influential in my thinking: Julie Ault and Danh Vo. I
had been unaware until that point that they were even acquaintenances. I went to the library to search for the book, but discovered it wasn’t yet a part of the collection. The title of the book
is, Where the Lions Are. The results of the query read: “Where
the Lions Are would be here.” This amidst all the titles from the
library’s collection that begin: “Where the,” an index of searching.
To fill the space of the missing book, I created a book from all the
titles in the library that begin with “Where the,” a found poem.
The texts are laid out in the way they were encountered — in
alphabetical order. Isolated in this way (without authors, genres,
or subtitles), the titles (gathered by a search) from a search that
continues recursively.
fig. n-1

An alphabetical wordlist yields
surprisingly related narrative
juxtapositions.
fig. n-2

An answer followed by a question.

fig. n-1

fig. n-3

At the center of the book, I reveal the
search that yielded the results.
fig. n-4

Varied responses to the same query.
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fig.
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fig.
n-3
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fig.
n-4
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O is for

OMISSIONS 25

25 “Erasures obliterate, but they also reveal; omissions within a system permit other elements to appear
all the more clearly.” (Dworkin, No Medium, 9)
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P is for

PERIPHERAL

“The periphery is a necessary place.”26 On the
page, the periphery is the uninked blank-space
where readers not only manipulate the physical
book, but also engage with the ideas of a text.
The margin (the periphery) is a necessary place
because it is where reading becomes a creative
act — where the reader engages with the physicality of the book, adds commentary, contradictions,
corrections, annotations.

26 Lara Mimosa Montes, “The Cinderella
Complex,” Triple Canopy: Active Recollections, October 7, 2014, www.canopycanopycanopy.com/series/
active-recollections/contents/the-cinderella-complex-xxx/#SectionOne.
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Infinite Variation
Laser-printed book, hand-stitched binding
5.25 × 8.25 inches

Infinite Variation combines two texts in their entirety by Susan
Sontag: On Photography and As Consciousness is Harnessed
to Flesh: Journals and Notebooks, 1964 to 1980. The two texts wrestle for space on the page throughout the book, representing the
competing public and private personas of the writer. The words
from Sontag’s journals (her more private voice, which at the start
of the book rests in the margins), moves progressively towards
the center of the page, crowding the text of her public voice, that
of her essays. At one point the personal text is removed entirely
and appears in loose pages inserted into the spine of the book,
reflecting the year in which the author wrote on loose sheets of
paper rather than a bound journal. The form of the book becomes
a space to explore the two sides of the author, the disparate narratives of a person.

fig. p-1

A spread from the first section of the
book, Infinite Variation.
fig. p-2

fig. p-4 to 7

Spreads show a progression of typographic treatment that reflect the
shifting voice of the author.

The diarist’s voice begins on the
outer margins of the page, but
progressively moves into the
text block of the main narrative
(the essay).

fig. p-1

fig. p-3

For a year, Susan Sontag wrote on
loose sheets of paper. The second
section of the book reflects this time
in the author’s life. As a result, the
main text (her essays) grow louder,
take up more space on the page.
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fig. p-4

fig. p-6

fig. p-5

fig. p-7
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Q is for

QUESTIONS

“To question that which seems to have ceased
forever to astonish us... How? When? Where?
Why?”27 Why this? And not that? An answer
might yet be another question: Why not?

27 Georges Perec, “L’Infra-ordinaire” in Species of
Spaces (London: Penguin, 1989), 210.
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Madonna
Collaboration with Carson Evans and Melissa Weiss
Performance at the RISD Museum during the exhibition Intermission
10 minutes

This performance, staged in the recessed area of the RISD
Museum’s Intermission exhibition, which displayed several depictions of the Madonna, and features three female performers.
One stands as still as a statue, unmoving and mute, behind velvet
stanchions amidst other packaged works of art on wooden
pallets. (There is also a moving cart with a number of ropes and
packing materials including blue moving blankets.) At the
other end of the gallery, two female art handlers sit on a bench,
taking a break from work. They get up from their break and
step behind the stanchions. They get to work immediately, wrapping the statue (the third performer) in the ropes and blankets,
preparing her for transport. The art-handlers make their labor
visible; at times they audibly sigh in frustration. By contrast,
the statue remains still, expressionless. Finally, the blue moving
blanket is wrapped about the shoulders of the statue, connecting her to the two artworks behind her: Crucifixion (ca. 1490) and
Madonna and Child (1353). The art handlers then pick up their
clipboards, continuing to examine their work. They recite a poem,
“Q&A Insurance” by Alicia Ostriker, checking off their list after
reciting each question. After the poem is over, they place a
shipping label on the statue and exit the stage. Handing their clipboards to a female member of the audience, saying, “It’s your
shift now.”

fig. q-1

fig. q-1

Carson performing Madonna at
the RISD Museum as part of the
program Intermission.
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R is for

RECOLLECTIONS

Language is an historical framework, a code
through which we retrieve something from
the past and into the present, an index where
words establish meaning to something (or someone) physical. “They are the marks or traces
of a particular cause, and that cause is the thing
to which they refer, the object they signify.
Into the category of the index, we would place
physical traces … Cast shadows could also serve
as the indexical signs of objects.”28

28 Rosalind Krauss, “Notes on the Index: Part 1”
Monoskop, accessed May 2 2018, https://monoskop.org/
images/6/6e/Krauss_Rosalind_E_1977_1985_Notes_
on_the_Index_Part_1.pdf
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A Handbook for Reading the Room
Collaboration with Marie Otsuka
Laser-printed book perfect bound
4 × 7 inches

A Handbook for Reading the Room (written and designed in collaboration with Marie Otsuka) documents the interventions we
made in Crit Room 409 and indexes all of our artistic references,
the things we were thinking and discussing while working in that
space. This project was about observing and engaging with the
existing conditions of an empty space, a room for critique. By
indexing everything we observed, discussed, recalled and discovered in that space in a book, we refer to all that we bring along to
a critique as material for artistic practice. An empty room and the
space of the book are both indexical, they point to things that are
present, but also to that which is not.

fig. r-1

For this book that cataloged our
activities and inspiration for creating
a series of site installations in Crit
Room 409, we created an index as a
way to explore the ways in which an
empty space is an index, referencing
what came before our arrival.
fig. r-2

Each of our installations were
discussed in relation to other things
we were thinking and talking about
in that space.
fig. r-3

The Handbook included artists’
works that we were thinking about as
we worked with the existing conditions of the space.
fig. r-1

fig. r-4

Observing the existing conditions,
we used the form of the book to
reveal our process and thinking, to
create a network of ideas.
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fig. r-2
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fig. r-3
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fig. r-4
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S is for

SUBTEXTS 29

There is also the page itself. This page is six
inches by nine. We know this to be roughly trade
paperback, the size of most novels. You know
this without actually being aware of it — it is
knowledge gained through familiarity. The paper
on which this text is printed is lightweight with
a smooth surface, appropriate for digital printing and for note-taking. The format and the very
materiality of the page is something to be read.
Writing requires interacting with materials, but
so too does reading. A book to be read requires
a network of technologies, labor, and materials,
complex histories. Looking closely at the
materiality of the page brings a larger social
context into sharper focus.

29 Subtexts: proximities, references, the trace of what
was, the suggestion of what it might mean. What is
understood, but not explicitly stated. The relationships
of text to image, the ink to the material of the page itself.
The page is a structure for reading in that it becomes a
substrate through which some (but not all things) leave
a mark.
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In Conversation
Danielle Aubert is a graphic
designer whose work examines materials, methods of production, and labor. She is an Associate
Professor of Graphic Design at Wayne State
University in Detroit. In 2015, Danielle published
Marking the Dispossessed, a book which collects
and displays found notes from copies of Ursula
Le Guinn’s The Dispossessed.

I’ve been putting
together a “reading list” of blank
books and I was reminded of your
book, Marking the Dispossessed.
But, then I realized you actually had
a lot of works that use blankness.
Could you speak to the importance
of blankness in your work?
Angela Lorenzo

The thing I’ve been thinking about, is when you’re
trying to identify absence, or something that’s no longer there, you
might look at some other thing instead. For example, your project
[Reading the Room] where you were tracing the sunlight on the
floor? When it shifts away, maybe you notice the floor in a different
way. That’s how I think I’m using absence.
Danielle Aubert

Some of the projects I was doing a few years ago were around
paper. We did this thing with letterhead that hadn’t been used yet.
I was asking myself: How do you put the focus onto that carrier,
rather than the content? If you don’t have the content or if you
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don’t have something you can look at, you see the vessel. In a way,
that’s a lot of what graphic design is — it’s about it being invisible.
It’s the same thing with [the Paper Rehabilitation Project] the blank
books that we made. Actually that was something where I had to
design blank books for a museum. They wanted it to be recycled,
but then we thought it would be interesting to use remaindered
paper. At that time in Detroit, there was a lot of that kind of
stuff around. This was paper that hadn’t been used for whatever
reason, it was excess stock, unprinted. With these blank sheets,
you start to notice other things, like the paper quality.
Yeah, I think I address blankness in a
similar way — what does it point to?
What are the edges of that container?
Or to something external? But, what
seems to be another theme for you is
marginalia.
I think my interest came from Rosalind Krauss’ essay: “Notes
on the Index.” It was written in the 70s, but she’s writing about
conceptual artists that deal with the index in their practice. So,
she talks specifically about Marcel Duchamp and about this work
that he did where he used dust or shadow to refer to this absent
thing. She makes the case that if a photograph is an index, like
the classic example of the footprint [in semiotics]. You know that
someone was there, but then is not there anymore. I think your
work is actually really dealing with the index  — this article would
be a good thing to look at.
So, I read that essay and then I got this idea of collecting the
notes from my classmates so that then I could remove the text
and just keep their notes on the index. It was kind of like:
notes on notes on the index. I was thinking about this when I
was coming upon notes in copies of Ursula Le Guin’s The
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Dispossessed. So with that project, the idea was about reading —
when you read a text, you have all these thoughts, but there’s no
visible mark or record of those thoughts except for these marks.
That gets me to thinking about how
materiality and the residues of the
print production process are really
important in your work.
I think it’s all related: originally I got interested in this stuff
because I had moved around a lot. I became really interested in
theory that had to do with nomads and movement — that thing
of traces. There’s [Deleuze and Guattari’s] theory of the nomad
being a disruptive figure because they’re not settled, not really
following the rules — they’re passing through spaces. That’s
where my interest in the trace started. But then with print residue,
I’m interested in that kind of labor: the traces of that type of
work. Sometimes I have the feeling that graphic design is about
obscuring it’s own traces or obscuring our own labor. You have
to make it look polished and hide all of the steps. And then with
printing it has to be perfect. So, I’m interested in highlighting
those things. Graphic design is a craft, but not like other crafts.
It does seem like the process is what
often gets obscured in graphic design.
It seems that (and maybe this is
true or maybe it’s not true), a lot of
designers are unwilling to share or
talk about the process and especially
the labor aspect of the work.
Yeah. There’s also the labor of the people you work with. If you’re
working with printers , you usually never see their work [in the
end result].
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That’s true. It becomes a question of
who becomes the author of that work
which isn’t necessarily tied to who
performs the physical labor. That
reminds me: I saw that a few years
ago you founded the International
Typographical Union? Did that
come out of wanting to address those
issues and that process?
Yeah, it definitely did. I think at that point I was searching for how
to have a practice. I really liked the International Typographical
Union and then my friend Lana was like, “that’s so interesting,
let’s just call ourselves that!” And then we started getting all these
emails from former ITU people trying to recoup their union dues
and we had to tell them, “Oh, we’re not affiliated with the actual
ITU.” But I definitely still think a lot about that. It’s been one
of the main things I’ve been thinking a lot about lately: this idea
of typographical labor.
The ITU was this huge union — it was the main newspaper union.
It was also one of the first unions to admit women. They really
pushed for the 40-hour work week and they were interesting
because they were both printers and typesetters, but they had the
reputation of being an intellectual union too because they were
all super literate. They were reading and writing things and
printing pamphlets. So I was interested in that, but also the
disappearance of that organization. The question is who performs
typographical labor now? It’s become absorbed into the job
expectations of a graphic designer. You still sometimes have
typesetters as a profession, but not really. I’m still thinking about
this: where does typographic labor take place and what is the
relationship between that and the printshop. In the early stages
you had moveable type and all the printing happened in one
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place. Now we’re at the stage where you have the typographical
labor happening on the screen and you send the file to a printer
someplace else. I just can’t imagine that kind of organizing
happening now.
Actually prior to starting grad school
I was working for a designer, but in
a typeshop performing the labor of
typesetting and printing. So this is
very interesting to think about in the
context of where I am now.
Oh wow, so you were doing actual typesetting. Some of the
projects I worked on right out of college were working for other
designers typesetting a 300 page book. And I was like, “this is so
much work!” But it definitely goes faster than letterpress!
Yeah a little bit faster. Actually this
conversation on labor is reminding
me of the importance of place in your
design practice in Detroit. I saw the
book you published, Thanks for the
view, Mr. Mies which seemed like such
a personal project for you. Could
you talk a little bit about how the
specificity of where you are informs
your practice?
With that project I was working with Lana Cavar and Natasha
Chandani. After we finished grad school, Lana moved back to
Zagreb and Natasha moved to Brooklyn. Natasha’s originally
from India and she was reluctant to go to New York. We all had
this sense of New York being this magnetic force from which
we felt left out, like we were out on the margins or something.
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So in the beginning (after graduate school) we felt like we were
trying to grapple with that thing of being outside of New York.
Also at that time, Detroit wasn’t really getting attention [nationally] or anything like that. [Being in Detroit] you just felt like
nobody was interested. So, Lana came to visit me when I was
living in the Mies Van Der Rohe towers. I had an apartment that
was really cheap and I had a studio down the hall. Lana was like,
“this is crazy that you can live in the Mies Van Der Rohe!” I
think I was paying 400 dollars a month to rent this studio. And
so we really just did it because place was really important to
the three of us and we wanted to do something in these three
different places where we were living.
I feel like being in Detroit has really informed my practice. Especially when I moved away to Princeton New Jersey a couple of
years ago for this fellowship (this was when I did the Dispossessed
project actually). It was interesting how your concerns really
change depending on where you are and the political situation,
what’s around you. Where are you from? Are you from the
East coast?
Yeah, I grew up in Connecticut. But,
I’d actually been living in different
places before graduate school. The
letterpress was in northern Vermont.
And for a while after undergrad I
was living in Louisiana. But I’ve
mostly been on the East Coast.
Oh yeah, me too. That’s really my frame of reference. And I’ve
lived overseas a bit. But everything was oriented towards the
East Coast for me. I never had any desire to go to Detroit. We
came here because my partner had a teaching job here, but I
was unsure. But, I’ve found it politically very interesting. I didn’t
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really know the history of the city, but it has really opened things
up where I feel like I’m always questioning my assumptions about
things. It’s been good even thinking about what is valued in a
design practice here.
About your design practice — it
seems like you move pretty seamlessly between design work, editorial
work, teaching, curation, and writing. Are you conscious of putting on
these different hats when you have
a project to work on or do you see all
these activities as operating under
a larger artistic practice?
I think of everything as part of this one practice. But I always
have this conflict: am I making enough design work? Am I doing
too much research? Because I can really go down that research
route. But, I also have this feeling that sometimes there’s not
enough thinking around design. Not that there’s not enough, but
that there’s room for more thinking about having a critical design
practice. It is hard to do everything.
I just read this Daniel van der Velden article, “Research and
Destroy.” It’s from 2006 . He makes this case that graphic design
as a field is becoming more and more like an assembly-line
practice. A lot of the time you’re working with a branding specialist, or a marketing specialist, or a project manager and the work
of the graphic designer can become really shrunken down. You’re
just moving pixels around and you’re not really thinking about
the overall project. To be an ambitious graphic designer, you have
to cross disciplines. That’s what he’s saying, and it’s interesting
to think about that. I remember in grad school looking around at
designers and thinking: oh, the ones who write are the ones who I
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wanted to be like. When I was practicing freelance I was working
all the time producing all this stuff, and I was asking: For what? I
have this huge body of work, and some of it, I feel, is really nice,
but then you just send it to these collections (the best work of that
year or of that category), and that wasn’t really satisfying for me.
I wanted to slow down. Ultimately, I think there are just a lot of
ways to have a critical practice. I feel like you should be writing
and reflecting and researching if you can do it and it is important
to you and is interesting to you.
I think that’s related to something
we’re talking a lot about these days in
studio, especially in the current political environment. We’re talking about
the importance of doing work that
is political and asking ourselves: How
can you not do work that is critical
at this moment? What is the ethos
around the work that we’re making.
So that’s something I’m thinking
about too. But it seems like a lot of
the work that you produce does have
that kind of criticality. Do you think
a lot of that comes out of or through
the writing?
I feel like I had political inclinations for a long time, but it took
me awhile to figure out how to articulate those. In the beginning
you’re like: I’ll just do design work for clients that are not horrible.
And then you’re like — okay, I’ll just do design work for clients
that are politically active. And then later you’re like: wait, now
I’ll try to be politically active myself. Now I’m in all the socialist
organizations and I’m going out to shout at the senator — I’m
trying to do all those kinds of things at the same time as design.
It's been this way since the election. I’ve become more activist.
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And this is interesting too — trying to figure out the role that design
plays in those contexts and thinking: What can I do? But, half the
time you’re making the flyer or the poster and those often feel
weirdly not political. You’re making this political poster, but it feels
like the poster itself is not critical, the form of it at least.
Yeah, it seems hard to toggle back and
forth between the labor of commercial
designing and typesetting and writing
the message for oneself.
Right. I was with this group and all they wanted was a logo. I was
like: Really?! And then they wanted t-shirts and were like, “well,
you are a designer, right?” It’s weird because I’m [singled out] by
that form of labor and I recognize that that’s what my group needs.
But the group is following the structures of corporate organizations
by wanting and needing those things. So that’s an interesting
thing [to contend with]. But, I feel like it’s good to engage with all
of those questions rather than not. It seems like there’s this spot
where a lot of graphic designers get stuck. Sometimes you have to
ask: How can I be more effective? But, it’s cool that you guys are
talking about that at school. It’s about your own self-determination.
Right. I think of the thesis as a way
to imagine how our practices might
live beyond the grad school experience. Actually, it’s interesting— you
mentioned the collaborative practice
that you share with the two other
women (Lana and Natasha)? You’re
working remotely between the three of
you, right? How do you decide to do
the projects you take on?

So, actually in the last couple of years we haven’t been working
together as much because I have an academic practice for Wayne
State. I decided to step back because for a long time I was trying
to do both kinds of work, but I had a feeling that the commercial
work always kept jumping to the front burner. Now, I’m trying to
do research for a book on the Detroit Printing Coop and this guy
Freddy Perlman. It’s a lot of research and writing and I feel like if
I do the commercial work ... honestly ever since the election I just
decided I would just cut out the [commercial] work. So we’re not
working as much together right now. It’s one of those things where
we work really well together, and I really like working with them,
but the economic pressures get in the way. I have to teach and
they have to do the work that they do. Intellectually it is a good
synergy because we have different ways of looking at things. Lana,
she’s in Zagreb, so she has a different kind of political context
which is interesting. We will probably work again on stuff, but for
now we’re not doing that as much.
But I still am collaborating with other people. Last weekend I did
this thing at Cranbrook with two other designers that are also
from Detroit, Kikko Paradella and Bianca Ibarlucia. We did a
thing around labor and design and colonialism. Last year Bianca
and Kikko and I did a lot of political posters — we started meeting as this group of artists and designers opposed to fascism. We
were making posters every week and they were getting screen
printed and we were bringing them to marches. And then we got
kind of tired.
Yeah, part of the conversation I think
we’re having now too is how do you
sustain that criticality…
Right, how do you sustain a practice…
That, and how do you stay motivated?
How do you sustain the energy for
making critical work that engages
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with the political?
That’s the other thing with the academic path. I had these conversations with Lana and Natasha when I took the academic job.
We were working together, but we could see our paths going in
different ways. With the academic job, I can apply for all these
grants and I can take a leave. But they can’t do that. You can’t just
tell your clients you’ll be back in six months! We’ve applied for
some things together, but it got complicated because it’s more of
an artistic way of working where you think of a project and you
apply for a grant. But you kind of have to have your life set up for
that. You can see how different structures enable different forms
of practice.
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Terms and Conditions
Collaboration with Lauren Traugott-Campbell
Sculpture, installation, performance
Laser-print on paper
8.5 × 11 × 36 inches

For this collaborative project/performance we printed out the
user agreements of programs and applications we use every day.
By printing out these terms and conditions, we wished to
problematize the facile nature of our online signatures to these
complex legal agreements. We rarely know the extent of our
relationships to the corporate entities that are represented in the
user agreement; subtext is embedded in the complexity of the
language used by corporations.
Each time one of us utilized one of these programs (Adobe,
Google, Apple, Spotify, etc.), we printed out the representative
agreements to emphasize the binding nature of each contract.
Each print-out was marked with a tab that showed the name
of the user and timestamp. Our agreements were then stacked
in an unbound and unstable tower of binding agreements, representing our programmatic usages over the course of a week and
the unwieldy nature of our contemporary relationships to digital products. This project was printed on recycled and reclaimed
paper from the Resource/Recycle Center of Rhode Island
and will ultimately be deconstructed to make a large, blank sheet
of paper, freeing our practices from the confines of these
online tools.
fig. s-1

The 3-foot stack of paper shows
Lauren and my combined software
usage over two weeks. Each time
we opened a program, we printed
out the user agreement (terms and
conditions) of that company. Being
a designer binds us to these legal
agreements, but this constraint
remains largely unacknowledged
by the design field. Image credit:
Lauren Traugott-Campbell.

fig. s-1
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T is for

TRACE

“Instead, the published record became my set
of instructions: The atmosphere of a medium,
circulation and body, indents and illustrations, colophons and afterwords, rhetoric and
rhythm. I am turning pages. …The traces of
discourse perform the act of remembering. The
form of memory becomes the condition for
recognizability.”30

30 Martin Beck,“This time we’ll keep it a secret,”
in Triple Canopy: Active Recollections, April 23 2013.
www.canopycanopycanopy.com/series/active-recollections/contents/this_time_we_ll_keep_it_a_secret.
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Contact Book
Book, paper, ink, charcoal
5.5 × 8.5 inches

I wanted to create a book that is simultaneously written in the
moment that it is read. I gathered half-letter size pages into a
blank book and covered the text-block with a dust jacket coated in
charcoal and black ink. As one turns the page, fingerprints leave
indexical traces of the reader, who, in that instant, becomes also
the writer of this text. Each subsequent reader becomes a collaborator in leaving their mark on the page. They are able to read their
own marks against the history of what came before.

fig. t-1

A blank book wrapped in a literal
dust jacket made from charcoal.
fig. t-2

Each time the book is read it is
simultaneously written by the person
who is handling it. Each page is
slightly different from the one before
and the one after. Each read of the
book is different from the one before
and the one after.
fig. t-3 to 6

fig. t-1
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Spreads from Contact Book.
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fig. t-2
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fig. t-3

fig. t-5

fig. t-4

fig. t-6
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Acta Diurna: Nearby, Free,
Barter, Lost, & Found
A set of laser-printed books

The “acta diurna” or “daily act” was one of the earliest forms
of publishing. In Ancient Rome, these posts contained legal
proceedings, announcements, decrees, and events of the court.
After a few days, the posts would be taken down and bound.
For my response to this prompt in Graduate Studio 2, I posted
daily on Craigslist. Playing with the given categories of the online
message board, I inserted narratives within the post itself. For
example: a book on “mythology” was given away for free (the
category of “Nearby”) at the Brown Observatory. These three
books chart my activities over two weeks on Craigslist and document the other objects and posts on the given day I posted (the
things that were lost and found). Like the Roman acta diurna,
these books collect and display what is no longer public.
fig. t-7

Nearby, Free, Barter, Lost & Found
fig. t-8

Lost & Found shows the context of
my activities on the website through
the other posts that were listed that
day under “lost and found.”
fig. t-9

Free, Barter documents the objects
I posted and my description of
those objects.
fig. t-10

Nearby shows the interactions I
had with other users in response to
my posts on the website as well as
the location of the places where I
intended to leave or give away the
objects I posted.
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fig. t-8
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fig. t-9
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fig. t-10
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U is for

UNDERCURRENTS

There is a tradition amongst Filipino families
of bringing a gift (often food) when traveling
abroad. This is called a pasalubong, a Tagalog
expression meaning “something for when
you welcome me back.” The gesture is meant
to remind the person who has left of home,
that is, of those whom they’ve left behind. There
is a close association between this word and
another, balikbayan, or a person or group of
people that have left indefinitely to live abroad.
The pasalubong is then a reminder of where
one is not. Like an image, it becomes representation — making present in a gift what is actually
absent, a lack, a sign of someone not there.
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Crumbs
Poster Series
24 × 36 inches (each)

These images were made from the dust of ingredients that are
typical in Filipino cuisine. Derived from the kinds of foods my
family would bring when they would travel overseas for a visit, the
crumbs are what gets left behind after they’ve left. Photographed
in this way, against a dark background, these compositions
recall photographs of constellations, light refracted off celestial
crumbs traveling across time and space. An after-image of something already long gone.

fig. u-1

Crumbs: desiccated ube powder.
Ube is a bright purple yam that is
typical in desserts.
fig. u-2

Crumbs: saffron, turmeric, annatto,
polvor candies.
fig. u-3

Crumbs: dried and salted sardines
and turmeric powder.
fig. u-4

Crumbs: crushed saffron and
polvorón candies.

fig. u-1
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fig. u-2
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fig. u-3
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fig. u-4
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V, W, X, Y are for
VESTIGES
WRITE
XEROGRAPHIC
YONDER
When we near the end of a long process,
when it is just in view, there is a tendency to
skip steps, to run ahead.
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One of the first images taken from space was
not of the cosmos, but of Earth. Released from
our atmosphere, the satellite turned around
and as it raced past the Pacific ocean, took a
photograph. This data was translated into an
image of a cloud-like blur, reflecting our hurried
portrait back to us. Looking at the photograph,
one might guess that it could be anything.
Its value comes from knowing that it was taken
from space, that it represents the ocean, that
it is one of the first portraits of the earth, that
it is an image created at the intersection of data
and human interpretation. The gesture of this
photograph mimics that of the corner, a movement forward with a critical glance back. A
reminder that what lies yonder is perceptible.
We drift between the micro and the macro.
Vestiges write xerographic yonder.

First picture from Explorer VI satellite, August 14, 1959.
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Call Time
Sound and video

+2027621401

fig. vwxy-1

+16137459426

fig. vwxy-2
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During a workshop with book designer Julia Born (in which the
focus was time) I remembered that there used to be a service
where one could call a number and receive the exact time of day.
After some research I found a phone number through the US
Naval Observatory. I called the number and was surprised to
hear a recorded voice reciting the time in increments. Though
a vestige from a time before synchronized digital devices (cell
phones and computers) these speaking clock telephone services
still exist in many places around the world. For the workshop,
I created a clock, using phone numbers I tracked down or
deduced through clues left in message boards, calling Speaking
Clocks that still exist around the world. At the top of the hour, I
began with a call to the clock closest to me (EST). I then called
to various clocks moving around the world every five minutes,
recording the voices of each speaking clock until the end of the
hour when I returned to where I started. The recordings became
a clock telling the time relative to location, moving forward in
time and place in increments.

fig. vwxy-1 to 10

Speaking Clocks:

Still images from a video and sound
piece that demonstrates an hour
of time spent calling Speaking Clock
telephone services around the
world, calling progressively eastward
every five minutes. Locating the
phone numbers was a time-consuming
task. They are included with each
still image from a video that played
with the audio of the voices from
the relevant Speaking Clock.

D.C. (EST) +12027621401
Québec +16137459426
France +33836991111
UK +4408717893642
Denmark +4570101155
Sweden +463390510
Germany +4940428990
Iran +9820119
Russia +74950601111
Hawaii (UTC) +18083354363
Colorado (MT) +17195676742
Chile +56800800780
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+4408717893642

+4570101155

fig. vwxy-3

fig. vwxy-5

+33836991111

+463390510

fig. vwxy-4
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fig. vwxy-6
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+4940428990

+17195676742

fig. vwxy-7

fig. vwxy-9

+18083354363

+56800800780

fig. vwxy-8
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fig. vwxy-10
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Nothing
Website and poster

At some point, I began making lists of every reference to “nothing.”
This came from a suspicion that there is no such thing as
nothing, that a study of so-called “nothing” is in fact a productive
endeavor. This list of references grew, and from that I composed
a large index. With this index I made a few studies that could
perform the language of “nothing”: three websites and a larger
poster. Each website demonstrates something different about
the contents of the index, while the poster (typeset in 12pt type)
became a five-foot long list. Sometimes nothing leads to something.

fig. vwxy-11

fig. vwxy-15

Carson Evans holding up and hiding
behind the Index.

When the user hovers over an item, it
is negated (crossed-out). Clicking on
that item eliminates it. This website
speaks to the slipperiness of memory,
the difficulty of keeping track.

fig. vwxy-12

404: There’s Nothing Here. A website
that appears to be blank save the
standard response code (404) and
the text: “There’s Nothing Here.”
fig. vwxy-13

The scroll, however, suggests that
there is more there than is visible.
Hovering the cursor over the blank
web page reveals the Index of Nothing,
but only parts at a time. Each item
along the index is viewed in isolation,
making visible the empty space
around it.
fig. vwxy-14

fig. vwxy-16

404: Nothing in Common. This iteration cross-references points of the
Index.
fig. vwxy-17

Clicking on one item reveals the
other things that share a relationship,
while hiding the things that do not.
fig. vwxy-18

The Index of Nothing, typeset and
printed as a poster, became a fivelong list of references to nothing.

fig. vwxy-11

404: Double Negative. This website
cancels out parts of the index.
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fig. vwxy-12

fig. vwxy-14

fig. vwxy-13

fig. vwxy-15
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fig. vwxy-16

fig. vwxy-18

fig. vwxy-17

fig. vwxy-19
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Z is for
ZI P

Zip is just another word for nothing. It is also
what we do at the end of a project, when the
process moves from making to sharing,
disseminating. Compression turns heavy files
into lightness.
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